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Cangr ... meetit I u b s r et a ,i n vote 
_ · Photo f):y G~er Flook 
'Russ Lyons 
( 
By Connie Albino . 
Clubs and organizations at 
LC. have retained· voting 
membership in' Student 
Congress, at leasf'·for the time 
being. (Sectiori 2.1 A) The Dual 
Representation ·system 
Amendment to Congress' 
Constitution was defeated after 
heated debate at last Tuesday 
night's meeting. 
The Executive Board's 
proposed amendment presented 
to Congress two weeks ago is 
aimed at eliminating the voting 
status·. of clubs and 
organizations. This would 
restrict the vote to living units 
and academic departments in 
each--' .school. The executive 
board feels that such a system-
constitutes fair representation 
for all members of· the college 
community. 
Tel~!;d~~~ ~e~i:r~~:tn/o A;~! 1_'._~.:~-~-;'._·_::_::~_I.:'.: __ : _ \_;_:·-·.::: 
clubs and qrganizations at the · . 
c;~;:~ v~;d ~:m~;t~~ig ! {0,f~~; .. 
mmonfy rnterests. Telsey .,:;;.;;:1:.ai'.'.' 
explained that under the present fi·~·t1~i·:·· '; 
~yst_em, one student could ?'#,'.~{~'.~ 
possibly be represented six times _-.;.,., .. 
through club· and organization ;, 
reps, while another student }~t 
would be singly represented, 1_1: 
~nly by_ his living unit. --!;:,i_;:[ 
With- the proposed .. · 
amendments, each student 
would be represented by two 
votes in Congress; his living unit 
and academic department. It was 
later discussed that 
~representation by academic 
department would not always be 
fair, due to the _ different 
requirements of each 
department. 
The status of those students 
listed as undecided in the 
Humanities and Sciences 
department was discussed. These 
students could be neither· 
represented or representatives in 
such a system be~use they did 
not belong to a particular 
departmJnt. 
'Perhaps the strongest::. 
opposition to the Board's 
proposal. was voiced by ·s.A.B. 
chairman Russ Lyons who 
pointed to prior poor attendance 
records c!t living unit 
re pre sen ta tives at Congress 
meetings. He asserted that clubs 
and organizations have been the 
most enthusiastic participants of 
Congress proceedings in,the past. 
Lyons added that the clubs and 
organizations have been the 
majority source of input into 
Congre·ss. 
Debate continued until Paul 
St em, Chairman of the 
continued on page 6 
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Andy '[e/sey 
Grand prix 
By Gordon Mueller 
For the first time ever, the 
prestigious World Championship 
of .Drivers will be decided at this 
year's Grand Prix of the United 
States in Watkins Glen, New 
York, located just .west of 
Ithaca, at the cfoot of Seneca 
Lake. This is also the only 
'llppearance of Formula One in 
this country, as fifteen othe1 
nations are allowed only one 
race per year. 
Parents to_ arrive 
Three drivers are in 
contention· for the cr9wn ~jhey 
are Clay Regazzoni of 
Switzerland driving for Ferrari; 
Brazil's,EmeJion Fittapaldi,(who 
are tied for the lead);·:aro Jody 
Sheckter of South Africa, 
driving the Tyrrell Ford;(who is 
just in his first full season of 
Formula One, and is within 
striking distance of Reggazoni 
and Team McLaren's Fittapaldi). 
By_Cathy Doyle coor~inated. A wise variety of While Watkins Glen may not 
programs have ,been scheduled offer the jet-set atmosphere of 
Approximately 2500 parents for the enjoyment of everyone. the Grand Prix of Monaco, it is 
are expected to descend on the Performances in~lude the by far the richest race in the 
Ithaca College Ganipus this ·Dr a ma Department 's world. Total prize money 
weekend. Friday, October 4th, presentation of The Imaginary amounts to over $_300,000 with 
marks· the beginnipg of Parents Invalid and a concert - Jazz $50,000 of that going to the 
-Weekend 1'974. This is the· Workshpp - in Ford Hall: Both winning team. 
opportunity for parents of I.C. will be presented on Fri4ay and Although most eyes will be 
students to visit the campus and Saturday nights. - on the three contenders, the U.S. 
participate in a wide range of Some other events will be a Grand Prix will have even more 
activities. It is also a chance for photographic showing of works significance, for never before 
students as well as their parents by Professor John Confer, a have so many American cars and 
to meet informally witl'ffaculty banquet' for communication drivers been in the field ofa F-1 
and administrators. majors. and their parents,· and ra_ce. Former Indianapolis 500 
The chairman of Parents , · . winners Mario Andretti , .and 
,Weekend is Dave Allen and his t~~. _Physic~! e~ucation Mark Donohue will be trying. 
assistant is Tim --Parsons. Both ~x1?ibltions. Early nsers ~re especially hard to become the 
are members of the Delta Kappa · ~nvite~ to a Sat ':"'day m~rn_mg · first American drivers to w:in the 
F r a t e r n i t y. D . K . has - Jog :-V!th the president: This 18 a Watkins Glen event. Andretti 
traditionally provided a- traditional event, regardless of will be th~ pilot of a - new 
chairman for Parents·Weekend as the weather.. machine designed by another 
another one.of their services to Entertainment for t~e Indy winner, Pamelli Jones -
-the school.· _ weekend _lncl~des a B~erfest m whil~ Donohue has come out of· 
There--has·been a__great deal of the Cros~oa<ls · and th~ _Pub afte~ retirement to l'\.ln the new Roger 
prepara_~n for the ?Jrlvjl} of the I.C. •. Alfred; Foo~ball_ Ga~e . Penske machine. In addition to 
_ parents. The Parents Weekend ~11,turda~ afternoon. Music will .. these two i.me drivers, there will 
Comdilttee 'has. ·been. working._ bc-:-rrovided·-by .• ~hreo_piece ~be two .American-built uoi,' 
;,.·· dHlite.n~lr .- A bo11:t"_·200 ·._group, !~ehouse: - Sat~pay Sha~ows in the _ru~g; bot)l of 
·:_ : reilstration ·· ~ hav:e 'been · .. _.ni&1;1t ~usic .frof!l ;tbe _Big B~d which have proven -iery 
-pro~d evro'"1ii&ht-for ~eJast ·_ Era wil~ be m : ~e ; Union co~petitive on the F-1 circuit . 
-. ·two ·w~ks;. ~;ildditioll,·:·~_;.~. ,_Caf~t~. E~!fODC ~ ,mVlted for this year. . 
· .. ~I:' --~d-)i~~--lia_\'~fbeen· · b~r _and. w;~, -:· .. , M well aa tho m~_ event, ~he 
'->~~.l:~.f.~1y_·· _pl~n.n~:d·_. ancf . .'. :: _ _-_. -~~~on_~.6.· oqntiJa,~a11pep:l 
,:_·;:~~:~.;.~~ .. ~:=--=~~:~.;~:· .. ''"' ·1·:: . .-.:. ~ ·:- _ ... ~,;·, ~ ·. ·,,~ ~:· ' ~ ··- .. \.-:· ... ~ ..... 
VOLUI\ .. E 48/NO 6 
To fe·e or not to fee 
By Andy Friedman those that are recognized by any 
budget of the College. 
On-campus organizations that Reasoning behind this 
sponsor events at which recommendation was that if 
admission will be cl;iarged t9 money could be channeled back 
members of the lthaca College into the ·facility being used, then 
community are in turn being naturally, a director would try 
charged rent, euphemistically to get the students to usehis hall 
termed, "facilities fee". This more often. The example was 
new act, apparently ignored by given of the Crossroads in the 
Student Congress last year, will Union. Knowlton uses his staff 
be the subject of mild to set up performances which 
parent-aimed protest this eats away a large share of his 
weekend. budget and for which he is not 
Last year, Vice President of reimbursed. 
Student and Campus Affairs Gus· Under this new directive, he 
Perialas asked Director of would be reimbursed and could 
Student Activities Dave use those funds towards 
Knowlton to ·head a task force upgrading the Crossroads such as 
intent on "facilitating use of" supplying it with better and 
facilities" on campus. Their more equipment. 
problem was how to get those The Task Force had no 
people who controlled facilities student input per se, but 
to want students to use their Know Ito n presented the 
halls, rooms or auditoriums for proposal to Student Congress 
more events. last October. He ·met with 
Their solution was to apathetic response and the 
recommend a rent charge. This meeting was adjourned. Not 
would be levied against any even IO people· stayed late to 
on-campus organization that discuss it withh him. 
charged admission to their event It was presented to Perialas 
to members of the IC and President Phillips, among 
community. :·on-campus others, and was passed. The 
organizations" were defined as continued on page 7 
Faculty approve tenure report 
By Mark Engstrom 
The Faculty Council voted 
Tuesday night to approve the· 
five recommendations contained 
in the report of the Ad Hoc 
Committee ·established to· review 
the Tenure Study Report and to 
propose·means of tenure policy. 
The five approved 
recommendations concerning 
tenure are I) to retain the 
institution of tenure at Ithaca 
College and· to allow it to reach 
it's "natural level"; 2) to 
establish a college-wide 
committee to deal with 
procedural standards for 
granting tenure; 3) that the 
college support the continuing 
professional development of all 
faculty; 4) tliat adequate 
provision be made for. the 
protection of the academic 
freeaom and civil rights of 
probation!\.ry- and other faculty; 
and 5) that to review and 
implement these recommenda-
tions, someone from each unit 
represented on the Council carry 
these recommendations back to 
their unit for discussion, that the 
council act upon these 
recommendations and carry 
them to the Administration and 
Board· of Trustees, and that a 
committee be established to 
provide for the imple.)"Ilentation 
of these recommendations, and 
report back to the Council. 
Several motions were brought 
to a vote concerning these 
recommendations. A motion 
that a clause be added to 
recommendation three to 
provide for a procedure for 
periodic peer evaluation of all 
tenured faculty was defeated, as 
was a motion that there be two 
students placed on the 
committee to be formed under 
recommendation two. 
Motions were approved 
asserting that the college should 
move to collect data on faculty 
composition to insure "sound 
continued on page 2 
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around. the nation 
TURNING BACK THE CLOCK 
WASHINGTON - The House and Senate are sending· a bill to 
President Ford to end year-round daylight saving time. Clo_cks are to 
be set back one hour, Sunday, <i>t. 27. The country will b~ on 
standard time four months rather than sic months a y~ar, as 1~ was 
· usly While the measure saved large amounts of 011 last winter, prev10 . h t t d d time 
'public opinion has indicated a desire fort e return _o s an_ ar ·. 
Parents are particularly concerned about traffic aq:1dents on, 
pre-dawn trips to school. -
FORD TO APPEAR 
WASHINGTON . President Ford has dismissed former_ President 
Nixon's offer to relinquish his unconditional pardon .. President Ford 
has promised --t.o appear before .a House su~-comm1ttee to answer, 
questions about his pardon of the former president. 
TRIAL BEGINS 
WASHINGTON - The trial of the Watergate coverup case conve~ed 
at 9:29 A.M., Tuesday, October I. Judge John J. ~irica will be trying 
five former members of the Nixon Administration more than_ two 
years after the even ts. The first step of the trial is to select a Jury, 
which is proving to be a more difficult task than usual. 
AMMENDMENT PROPOSED 
WASHINGTON - The Senate has adopted an ammendment t~t 
would stop aid to any country usi~g United _States weapons in 
violation of the laws governing their use. This would have the 
immediate effect ·or ending military aid to Turkey. It could also 
apply to Israeli attacks on Arab countries, and Arab attacks on 
Israel. President Ford has not accepted the ammendment. 
larouncl the worlcl 
NEW LEADERSHIP IN PORTUGAL 
LISBON - President Antoi:iio de Spinola of Portugal resigned 
unexpectedly Monday. The 64 year old general, who assumed· 
leadership during his country's democratic revolution five months 
ago, was replaced by General Francisco da Costa Gomes, Chief of 
the Defense Staff and an associate of General Spinola. Political 
power is now held almost exclus:vely by leftists. 
RUSSIAN WOODSTOCK 
MOSCOW - Whimsical realism, surrealism, pop art, coloristic 
abstractions, and acid art drew more than I 0,000 people to the 
biggest government sanctioned art show by Soviet painters in nearly 
50 years. Afrer ten years of tight control over culture, the s~ow was 
a notable event. A French diplomat called it "a Russian 
Woodstock." 
around the campus 
BIOSPHERE MIRRORS 
''Mirrors of the Biosphere," a show of photographs of wilderness 
of U.S.A. by Professor John Confer of the Departmi:nt of Biology, 
will open on Friday Oct. 4 at 4 P.M., in the 9ffice of the Dean of. 
llumanitics and Sciences, Room 206 Muller Faculty Center. The 
exhibit is sponsored by the office of the Dean and theDepartment,of 
Biology. Sherry and cheese will be served at the opening. All 
interested persons are invited lo attend the opening or to see the 
prinL~. which will be exhibited through November 2. Students and 
their parents are welcome at the opening or are invited to drop by 
the Dean's office on Saturday Oct. 5 between IO A.M. and noon. 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 
' 
The Tuesday ,(Oct. I I) Greenroom will be a change from the 
traditional Drama-Speech weekly productions. The audience will see 
an example of competitive speech activities such asJthaca students 
experience in intercollegiate tournaments. The audience will 
participate in the judging of the program, which is under direction of' i · 
Professors' Carolyn Gilbert and Frank Sharp. 1 
Most of the readings are being prepared for in_tcrcollegiate I · 
contests !.lking place later this semester. Come to the ~rena Thc~tre 
at 4 P.M. and you be the judge. 
PERSPECTIVE GRADUATES 
"Graduate and MBA ·Programs: Admissio,n Tests,_ Proce~ures, 
Guides and ,Financial Aids" is the topic of the second,,m a_ senes of 
informal seminars, "Perspectives on Graduate Sc~oo~ , planned to-
help students considering advanced degrees. This wi_ll be held on 
Tuesday, October 8, at 4:00 P.M. in Friends 208. _Miss !oy Evans,. 
Director Career Planning will lead a lecture discussion. These · 
seminars' are jointly sponsored by the Office of the Dean ?f 
Humanities and Sciences sand by Car~er Planning. Refreshments will 
be served. Tp.is seminar is open to all interested persons. 
False alarms 
cause concern 
A11 he has ;., -~-o:pe · 
' - . . . . . 
By Fred Raker 
Sokoll .has gathered ~ group oi 
friends .from I.C. to write. "He'd 
appreciate $tamps · more than 
letters. He 'doesn't write too 
well; actually, he can't spend too 
. Approximately ~five mont~ much time writing." 
By Cindy Schwartz ago an open letter appeared m After five months · of 
. the' local newspaper. of Fall exchanging letters, Miss Sokoll 
Since s<;hool began this year, River, ·Massachusetts. The Fall. "has run out of questions." Of 
there have been an unusually River newspaper is not unusual;· course, since all of the letters 
-large · number of fire alarms however the letter was nothing must go1hrough the guards first, 
pulled on campus. . . , short of incredible. •t was she ,doesn't want to ask any 
. According -to Lou Wilhiam, written by Mr. Steven B. "radical questions." She also 
1
Coordinator of Safety and Reynolds, a life-imprisoned ~an. , feels she can't get too personal. 
Security, thirteen fire alarms had It was answered by Allison "However," she added, "he's ! bee_n pulled as of early last week. Sokoll, a freshman at I.C. . open with me." 
A little unde~ half ~f Jhem were Mr. Reynolds, serving a life In jail since 1945, the only 
legat·causes, mcludmg two_dryer sentence at the Marion thing Mr Reynolds has is hope 
fires, two car. fires, a_ kitchen ' Correction Institution (Marion, Miss Sok~ll has found from th; 
fire, and a garbage can fire. ,_ Ohio) wrote the letter with the letters that he is "very 
There were also twO' ' f nding with 
malfunctions of the alarm I hopes O corresP?. philosophical." She doesn't 
system which resulted in · someone and receiving stamps. know whether he's had any 
evacuati~n of Holmes Hall and He wants to collect en?ugb formal education; however she 
the Library on two separat~ stamps and_ sell the: to ~ha noted tfl.!lt "at the end of every 
· occasions to replace the faulty lawyer. Miss Soko sawd h e, letter is a toucJting statement 
. t letter five months ago an as, such as ·You shouldn't feel sorry eqwpmen. d" ·ever since· 
' Yet the majority of the fire been correspon mg . - h' for me' and 'Someday I'll find 
alarms have been deliberate and ~ending stamps the first times e the right key to open the door 
malicious rendering -needless wrote. . · of life.' He says nice things.'' 
expenditu'res of time to both the Miss Soko!] is the only 5~~~ Concerned about helping this Ithaca Fire Department and to , from Fall River who h: poor man out, she concluded, 
the students involved. anything to the_ gen em_~· ~·u enough people are interested 
In one case last week, the Asked why_ she de~ided !~:n~ed w_e can get ~oget~er ~d send 
Ithaca fire trucks were up in the she r~phed, It had; him other things like cigarettes 
Towers investigating the fire interestmg.and_ the poi ~Y (although I wish he wouldn't 
alarm and a fire started in a no one to wntekt011•• ek asti. nalo smoke), soap', etc., ·along with , . . family " Miss So o 1s s ep c ,, If f I house · downtown while the · . h gh "He keeps _stamps. you ee any 
trucks were occupied here on of ?ne thing,1! ou h · 1 e compassion whatsoever, and campus. The fire. downtown was te~~g me . ~ t e on y on would like to_ contribute, please 
covered" by trucks from other wntmg to him. f h F 11 contact Allison 'Sokoll at X508 towns but it's a risk to have to . Althoughh_ none O Ii edr -~s or 272-9769. - 1 
d, h f .d River peers ave comp e , . depen on ot ers or ai . 
There have been five or six . 
fire drills in the East Tower in 
the past three weeks, all as 
malicious pranks. The 
Departmel)t of Safety and · MEDICAL PROFESSIONS MEETING 
Security has · been carefully Physician, dentist, optometrist, podiatrist, osteopathist, 
investigating these false _al~rms! .. veterinarian . --Students -interested in these or other health and 
and ·one of the investigations has medical profes!iions are invited to an open informational meeting on 
resulted in the arrest of a male TuesdaY,October8, at 7:30 P.M., Science Building 302. Members of 
student in the West Tower for the Pre-Medical Sciences Advisory Committee will be present to 
disrupting the alarm system and answer questions and to_ orient students to some o°f the educational 
' causing a deliberate false alarm. requirements of health professions and admission procedures. This 
j SLUP, · 
oUl!t l'-f/11 :z: 
6£T LOU 
OF SLEEP 
con ~nued from page 1 
Grand Prix, there will also be a 
number of other very interesting 
events. The Showdown of the 
Shadows will probably be the 
most exciting, as American 
George Follmer and Britain's 
Jackie Oliver and Tom Pryce will 
compete in a winner take all 
grudge race; with a stake 'of. 
$ I 0,000. Although Follmer and · 
Oliver were ,supposed to. be 
teammates for the UOP Can-Am 
team, they were fierce 
competitors and came close to 
blows several times. 
Filling out the schedule will 
be the Lowenbrau vintage sports 
car race, the finale of the VW 
Gold Cup, the Formula Atlantic 
and the Volkswagen thirty-two, 
ounces economy run (in which 
Ithacan Business Manage_r Scott 
Mallory will drive ,representing 
the Ithacan and Ripley Motors). 
All in all, it should be the most 
exciting weekend in auto racing 
for some time to come. It is 
expected to be the largest crowd 
in the history of the American 
Grand Prix and for those wishing 
to go, tickets are available at all 
Northeast Volkswagen and 
Prosche-Audi deal1:_rs. 
Editors· note: Next week Th~ 
Ithacan i'vill feature a special 
Grand Prix section, with 
p i C t u r e s . res u I t s a n d· 
commentary.'· 
: . . 
meeting_ is 6pen especially to new stud~nts,who are urged to register 
with·the committee, and to all interested· persons. · 1 . 
PICK UP YOUR MONEY 
The initial checks for fall payment of New York Stat~ "Sch~lar 
Incentive and TAP awards 4ave been received by the Bursars _Office. 
Please come to the office between 9-4 Monday through Fnd~y to 
either pick up your check if your account is paid in fu~l, or s_ign a 
Power of Attorney card so that the check may be appli~d to yo~r 
account. Anyone with a Power of Attorney. card ~n file will_have his 
check applied directly to his account if a-balance 1s outsta~dmg. 
FILM FESTIVAL 
The Ithaca College Film and Politics Festival, sponsored by the 
Dept. of Politics, St~dent Government and th: Politics Club, _begins 
its 197 4-7 S series this Tuesday, Oct. 8 with th~ screening . of 
Lawrence of Arabia starring Anthony Quinn. The film, along with 
the other ten flicks in the series can be seen in Tl 03 at 8 P.M. for 
only a $.50 donation. • 
Faculty 
continued from page 1 
c;,ther institutions were 
"obnoxious." 
Also recieving attention from 
the Council w,as a report from 
the Committee to study the 
faculty planning", . .and that no re,sponsibilities of the-Pro~ost. It 
part-time faculty member be • was announced that the report 
granted , tenure. until an would be divided into three 
all-college tenure policy is separate parts, one of which is 
established. It was suggested that already completed. 
the second motion be called· to The first part deals with the 
th~ "special attention of the question of what the a~tual 
Provost." responsibilities of . the Provost 
Criticisms voiced,, to the are. The committee establisht:d 
recoIJlmendations dealt with that the Provost should have 
feelings that not enough responsibility to make final 
emphasis was placed --on-· dec~ons concerning academic 
alternatives to tenure; and that · matters on campus. 
the -Tenure Study Report was The second part of the report 
geared around retaining the will investigate the 'Current 
tenure system. Responding· to - situation involving the Prmzost, 
these sentiments, acting council and examine · the state of 
Chairperson Gail MacColl stated , communication:; between the. 
that investigations were don~ as_ Provost and the faculty. The 
to alterna_ti~es to · ·tenure third part of the report will 
practiced , at other colleges. . contain the _recoinn;iendations of 
Mac<;pll said it was found that ~e· . co~mittee on how . to 
tenure. seemed the best means _, imp~~ve madeque~fes ~hey find 
available for achieving the jn the· currenJ situation. T~ 
desired results, and thatsomeof, f,inal _ c?mquttee.• report 
the' alterhative riietnol:IS '.used atJ 1 ~,C:,KpeCted ll1 ~CCeffl:ber. 
~ /I - I 
. ;.. 
.... · ~\ .. ~:. ·,:·· .. : ... t:·~-:- -·· 
... Ms~. RoV,IOn°d,Hall CrOwne-d 
By Cindy'Schwa~tz 
Cam Maltby is· the new Ms. 
Rowland Hall. She was crowned 
at the third annual "Ms. 
Rowland Hall Bea'utY: Contest," 
held in the lobby of Dorm 
Three, last night. 
· 'The contest, comprised of 
both "evening_attire" and talent 
competition, was participated in 
by approximately :twenty dorm 
members and viewed by abqut 
fifty other students. 
The ·competition was j~dged. 
by Dave Lord (Purcliasing Agent 
for· the College), Don Runyon 
(Head of Housing), M.B. Jones 
(Quad -and Garden Apartment 
__ Coordinator),·· Deaii Brown 
(Dean of Studepts),- and Bogart's 
:Head Residents (last year's 
Rowland Hall Head Residents), 
~Rob and Elaine Siegel. The 
master of ceremonies was Russ 
,_ Lyons (Chairman of SAB). He 
was assisted by Rowland's Head 
Resident, Carmon Hendrickson. 
The "Ms. Charisma" award 
was presented ·to Sue Wamster 
F"oto by Scott Mallory 
Ms. Rowland Hall 
· for her- "Ou.tstanding" 
appearanc1:". _ Cam: ~alt by, "Ms. 
Rowland Han:•, was awarded a· 
trophy for her original response 
to the judges' questioning.· 
-One half keg · of beer was 
awarded to the 2nd floor odd 
side for the ,greatest 'wing 
representation. It was promptly 
served during the break oetween 
the two different competitions_ 
The evening's events were 
organized by Lori Kaplan, 
president of Rowland Hall; and 
Gretchen Klaiber, social director 
and fire marshall. 
One. ye~r ago today • 
ithaca coilege, ithaca, n.y. 
A·GNE,w-
- f . • , I• I , • ' 
RESIGNS 
V1c\.'-Pre,iuiin1 Spiro T. 
Agm:w has resigned. 
At -:!:OS a.m. EDT 
Wetlnesday, a fourteen wort! 
communique was deli9!rctl lo 
Secretary of Stat.: llcnry 
Kissi n g.:r from the former 
Vice-President. It read: "I 
hereby. resign the office of 
Vice-President of the United 
States, effective 1111mcdiately. 
Sincerely, Spiro T. Agnew." 
He handed in his resignation 
at the same t_ime that a hearing 
was John C. Calhoun in 1832 
who quit ·'in order to take a 
Senate seal he had been elected 
to~ 
Speculation Begins 
Speculation rmmed1ately 
began as to possible successors 
to the Vice-Presidency. Among 
those berng prominently 
mentioned are former 
Treasury-Secretary John 
Connally, Governor Nelson 
Rockefeller of New Yorki and 
.. - Vl,c:e~srilent:A~new Attorney General~ Richardson. 
,int.; bis~~sihk violations· of l~X- Th·e' main democrul under 
bri°bery.- ·ag_d .extojiion·· laws · scrutiny . is Senittor . Henry 
.. , ·:_b~gan. _in •. BaltLmoi'~. ·:F_edliral Ja_ckson·. of Washington. They 
-.:Court. il.s. Drstrict_Jiidge Walter· have -all _refusell·to speculate a~ 
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ar~und the campus 
STUDY IN THE BAHAMAS 
On the invitation of the Bahamian Government, the College 
Center of the Finger Lake~ (CCFL) will sponsor twenty 
undergraduate field courses on islands in the Bahamas during the 
months from November 1974 to June 19_75. As in the past, most of 
· these courses will be held on Sa,n Salvador, an island which lies 400 
miles southeast of Miami and has a population of approximately 800 
people. In addition to the island's histor:cal importance as the site of 
the Columbus landing in 1492, San Salvador presents itself as an 
interesting and inviting environment for field work. Most of the 
courses run for one month and _are offered for four credits. Three or' 
the twenty courses will be taught by Ithaca College faculty: Anatol 
Eberhard will teacp. "Environmental Chemistry," 4 credits, March 
3-28; Garry Thomas will teach "~Om.Jllunity Study on Rum Cay," 6 
credits, March l 0-April 18); anclj Marjorie (Burger) Pratt will teach 
"Prehistoric Archaeology," 4-7 credits, May 5-J une '2 I . 
SHARE PRAYER 
One of the implied rules of 20th century living is "increase your 
options." With this in mind, Jean Bellini, a nun who has joined the 
staff of the Catholic Chaplain's office, is helping to form a prayer 
group - shared prayer, with a biblical motif. This group will meet on 
Monday nights at 7:30 in !J.er office - Chaplain's offices - formerly 
called the Coffeehouse area (first floor of Rowland). Shared prayer 
is a non-threatening occasion to reflect, pray, and
1 
deepen your 
appreciation of scripture. Give it a try. 
CLUB PHOTOS IN CA YUGAN 
Attention campus clubs: the deadline for this year's club pictures 
_for the Cayugan (yearbook) will be the third week in October. If 
you want your club's picture in the yearbook, please contact Marc J. 
Schneiderman (activities editor) im'mediately at ext. 3;788 or 
273-2350. Because of the early deadline, all pictures taken later 
cannot be accepted. ' 
- FOREIGN STUDY FORUM 
This Parents Weekend you may want to bring your parents to 
· find out somethin-g about Ithaca College's Foreign Study Program. 
This year there will be slide~shownof London and students who have 
studied abroad previously on various overseas programs. If you have 
considered a foreign studies program as a supplement to your college 
· eduGati'on, you and your.parents are·more than welcome to visit the 
foreign study staff and students between l O and noon on Saturday, 
Oct. 5, Friends l 08_ 
FOOD MANAGEMENT 
"Careers in Food Management" will be the topic of tht- ,ecture to 
be held on Monday Oct. 7 at ,noon to 12: 50 in Science 302. This is 
the second in a series of lectures sponsored by the Orientation to 
Allied Health Professions class. Professor Norma Wasmuth has 
opened the class to visitors in the series. Guest speaker will be R. 
Davis, Director of Food Management at Tompkins County Hospital. 
BAKER TO RECEIVE DEGREE 
Dean Ted Baker will fmally receive his Bachelor of Arts degree 
from Columbia College. The nineteen and a half year delay was due 
to the question of a swimming requirement. 
SPORTS CHALLENGE . 
IC's fraternities and sororities have challenged the quads and 
towers to games of co-ed softball, volleyball, kickball, and men's and 
women's basketball, football, and tugs-of-war. See your head 
resident about joining a team. 
AVOID A FINE 
Effective Oct. I, all unregistered vehicles will be ticketed. If you 
have not registered your car please do so immediately in order to 
avoid a fine. 
NOMINATIONS REQUESTED 
The Presidential Search Committee encourages members of the 
College community to submit nominations for the position of 
President of Ithaca College. It would be helpful to the Committee if 
'nominations included pertinent supplemental information about the 
potential · candidates, e.g., present· position, administrative and 
academic background. Nominations can be sent to Franl< Falcone, 
chairman, Presidential Search· Committee, 404 Muller Faculty· 
Center. 
ART FACULTY EXHIBITS WORK. 
An ,xhi~itio_!l of the faculty of the Department of Fine Arts will 
be on view m the art 9epartment (garages between the playing fields) 
during Parents Weekend, Oct. 3, 4, 5 and 6. The department 
_welcomes all who would like to see the ·exhibit. 
APPLY FOR-MARSHALL 
Every year thirty American men and women c_ollege graduates are 
selected to study in British Universities under the Marshall 
Schola,;ship Program. The scholars are choseb for a two year 
- program "for a further _degree froffi' a British university. Study in 
almost all disciplines is available although the humanities and 
sciences seem to predominate. 
· If you would like further inforrnatio!l about the program you 
-should contact Dean Brown, tQp floor of the Egbert Union. The 
. application deadline is Oct. 22. 
ID I/ ALIDA TION STICKERS 
The validation stickers for ID cards are now in the Personnel 
O~fice. To·validate your ID for 1975, please stop by and pick up a 
;ticker. . . · · · 
., 
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editorials Who's hurting --,h-, 
To charge or . not to charge, that is the question .• Should 
on-campus organizations be charged rent for using on campus 
facilities? the College (the President, Vice Presidenhmd the Provost) 
acting on a Task .force recommell<lation says yes. The Task Fo\ce 
however, recommended tha"t there be minor charges, where ~e 
College decided "that it should be half the rate charged for 
off-campus organi.zations.This rate could possibly be detrimental, 
preventing events from occurring on campus, because the 
organizations don't want to pay the rent. This would mean SAB will 
be charged to show movies, the concert commission for use of the 
gym and other organizations accordingly. 
There are valid arguments for both sides of the rent question. 
Students shouldn't have to pay to use campus facilities if they are 
already paying an activities fee. The College, however, should be able 
to re-channel ·money into improving these facilities, if the 
organizations using them are going to profit from their use. After all, 
'any equipment bought for these facilities would directly benefit IC 
students. On-campus organizations using these faeilities charge 
admission, so either way, students are getting charged twice for the 
use of these facilities. We pay the college fee for the sponsoring of 
these events and then we have to pay to be admitted to them. 
- . 
Make 
As we're sur_e you've already heard, some 2,jOO parents are 
expected to decend upon the IC campus this weekend. The parents 
. will be here arid they will have varied reactions to the college 
community; we· in turn will probably have even more varied 
reactions to them. Parents visiting for the first time no doubt have 
been filled in about what to expect. Some will be sniffing out the 
corridors to catch a whiff of pot, while others might try to actually 
get a glimpse of the mystical stuff. 
A large number of the parents coming have their own 
preconceived n_~ion of what to expect and what they're going to get 
out of the weekend. We're S\lre that there are some notions and 
prejudices the weekend will not alter, but we want to make sure that 
the parents are in tune to all the avenues of experience that are open 
to them at Ithaca College this weekend. Parents won't be left out in 
the cold new world of Ithaca College all alone. A group of energetic 
IC students (The Parents Weekend Committee) have been hard at 
work since ear~x this fall planning how, to acquaint parents with th~ 
social and academic disciplines of the college. Their goal, acc·ording-
to their bulletins., is to "provide opportunities for interaction." 
Under the direction of committee chairman, David Allen, they'vi: 
managed to po6_1 the resources of IC and get together a.program· tlpt 
tries to combine the social, informational and academic worlds the 
college has to offer. We applaud the committee for their work, and 
we only: hope -"that the parents will take advantage of all the 
Jpportunities that they have afforded them. 
Parents are goin_g to be coming into contact with many different 
etters 
lthakid 
Somewhere in the administrative shuffle, what we feel to have 
been a sound suggestion of the Task Force, was somehow lost or 
overlooked or whatever happens to things that g~t caught in the 
administrative ~huffle. The suggestion was that the rent charges be 
tried solely on paper for a year before being instituted. This way we 
could get a clear picture of just _who would be making or losing 
money from this set up without the organization actually losing the 
money. We understand the reasons both the student body and 
College hol~ for their views concerning the rent-, and we app·reciate 
both sides. We, however, want to make sure that 'campus 
organizations aren't hurt. The Task Force was originally formed with 
the intent of "facilitating the use of facilities on campus."1It is not 
serving this purpose if·on-campus organizations will steer away from 
using them. 
We feel it's time to stop and take a close look at who's being hurt 
· by this arrangement. Even though this rent chargin proposal was 
presented to Congress last fall by Student Activities Director,Dave 
Knowlton, there was no student representation on the Task Force. 
We have to see to it that clubs aren't the ones losing out. We can't 
afford to hurt ourselves. " 
the effort 
life styles this weekend. They may even find· that their own child has 
a different philosophy of life. We're not asking that they accept any 
of the~ new philosophies, 9ut we'd like to ·remind them· that they 
have a responsib~ty to at least be sensitive to all. of them. They're 
getting the opportunity of a lifetime to exchange ideas both with a 
knowledgeable faculty and the members of the next generation. We, 
however, have the greater responsibility of making an effort to show 
. our parents just what IC is all about. 
How the parents relate to IC is an individual decision that each 
one of them will have to make on their own. They can decide to 
view the pretty fl9wers and architecture that IC has to offer, while 
dining in the elegance of the downtown posh spots. Or, they can 
participate. For instance, they could make a point of lunching in the 
snack bar -or- one of the cafeterias. They might even enjoy a bull 
session with other parents and their k~ds in the pub after the football 
game. 
- They· ca·n- 0ihteract -wit~ th~· college communit:y. with -;i sincere 
open mindedness. They can try to hear all views and "idea·s, while 
expressing theirs': But the parents can't do any of these things unless 
we take it ·upon .. ourselves to steer them in this" direction. we· only 
wonder who (students or parents) would end up learning· the 'inost 
from the weekend. 
We __ can't-condemn. the-administration for their· camp show type 
..handling of Parents Weekend, unless we try to show our parents 
what the IC experience is all about. We have to make the effort. 
Ra ra 
To the Editor: 
are thinking. Rape has been 
treated as a figment of some 
over-sexed females imagination 
too lclng. It is no joke, it's no 
fairy story, it's , a real life· 
nightmare. Thanks for telling it 
Y A H R A H DIERDRE like unfortuantely, it is. ' 
To the Editor: 
rape appears, should also incl11de 
the cartoon, Ithakid. The 
particular sequence to which · 1 
take exception, portrays a young 
woman complaining of being a 
sex object, then being 
But also true, women are the 
butt of jokes (nagging wife, 
dumb blqnde, clothes horse, 
etc.) in which a reversal is 
ignored (what about the nagging 
husbands, dumb men, preening 
men, etc., of the world?). I'm. 
not advocating the appearance 
of anti-male jokes; I do advocate 
a rebirth of, looking at people as 
people, not as stereotypes for 
brainless jokes. 
SILVERMAN!!! It's ab·out· 
time that someone said what 
hundreds of women ever.ywhere 
Donna K. 
1 find it quite ironic and 
surprising that your Sept. 26th 
issue, in which Deir·dre 
Silverman's excellent. piece on 
• 
I 
I .. , 
-
disappointed that no ooe buys 
her a drink. True, there must be 
someone in the world like ~hat. 
by Phil Frank 
~ i i 
. · 
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It is my contention that such 
short-signteo and stereotypical 
portrayal of women, <1np 
·expecially of feminists 
("Women's Libbers"), has no 
place in The Ithacim. 
Furthermore, the name lthakids" 
infers that the characters are J.C. 
students. I personally have the 
great good forfune to know f.ew 
students as thoughtless or 
unaware as Miss Sex Object, or 
her creator. / 
With Immense Sincerity, 
Elisa Meredith Nazeley 
· Class ~f 1977 
Rape ·ioke 
To the Editor: 
In my note, "ls Rape a 
Joke?", I mistakenly identified 
one of the Jokers. as being 
employed by IRC. It has been 
brought to my attention that he 
is actually employed by the-
School of -Communications. I 
apologize to anyone who was 
falsely' accuse'd · ·on the basis of 
this misinformation. 
. · i Deirdre Silverman 
· .- Sociolo8)' Department 
.. ,. .... ~ 
Grad. Studies 
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To be an educated -person 
J!y Selwyn R. Cudjoe Sociology Depas:tment 
,' 
It's really sort of· crazy; a· nud!ber of high-faluting 'scholars' 
getting together at Aspen, Colorad() in their "he~agon!l conference 
building" amidst a "lush and lofty meadow, d~eling w1t~.sharpe~ed 
metaphors·and pointed wit through clouds of tight smok~ to decide 
what it means to be an-. ""Educated person in the Contemporary 
World" which by their defini_tion was merely the Western World. 
contri"diction no .. 1. Secondly, so erudite and "educated" were_these 
Western scholars that at the end of their deliberations, accord~g to 
the New York.Times Reporter, Robert Reinhold [New _York T1~es, 
Saturday, August 10, 1974. "Scholars Assay M_~amng of The 
Educated Person" (Robert Reinhold) page 16.], the conference 
defied concise summary," Contradiction no. 2. 
Perhaps a conference such as this drew my immediate attention 
since recently I have been meditating mysel_f not so much upon 
"what it means to be an educated person today?," but more so what 
is education really. all about. I had studied people as Dewey, 
Socrates, Pestalozzi and other Western educators through my 
undergraduate days and now faced with the rather contradictory 
demands of my University as a doctoral candidate, and my 
aspiration and desire to liberate my colonial mind, l kept asking the 
question, "What is education supposed to be anyhow'?" In the 
process I ran into such contemporary thinkers as Nyerere, Walter 
Rodney, Paulo Fr,eire, Bill Rviere, and Carter G. Woodson; brothers 
from Africa, the Caribbean, the U.S.A., and Latin America, and, 
indeed, was stunned by their concept of education. This 
illlmediately started something of. a revolutionary dialetic within me. 
The first thmg tnai set me thinking in reading this article was th1:; 
elitist nature· of the enterprise. The participants included Dr. 
Stephen Graubard, editor of Daedalus, Sir Allan Bullock, the British 
historian from Oxford, Prof. Eric Weil, a French philosopher, Lionel" 
Trilling and his wife Diana, Sir Federle Dainton, a British chemist 
and many others of this type. In fact, as the report stated "there 
were no young people below the rank of assistant professor" and 
apart from the American, the British and the French, there seemed 
to be ·no one else of any other·nationality who had any notion of 
"what _the educated person should be." They in fact wer~ the 
repositories of the world's notion of what tne educated person 
should be. 
Given this implicit arrogance - the fact that as reputed "scholars" 
they k,:tew al,l the answers - it was only necessary to note that Diana 
'Trilling sliould "deliver an eloquent plea for the maintenance of high 
sta_ndtir_ds ~nd an educated elite (Italics mine) whatever that means. 
· It 1s this c~mcept of_ education (the banking concept of education as 
Pa_ulo. ~reire calls 1t) that gives Mrs. Trilling with her ·"Harvard 
Education", (a fact of which she is immensly proud) and her other 
colleagues the sense that they have a mission not only to uphold 
some mythic thing called "high standards", but 'presumed themselves 
the {leW evangelists sent out into the world to preach the gospel of 
'.'educa_ted e?tism" to which only a chosen few can enter. Perhaps 
she relishes m the fact that "many are called but few are chosen." 
She and her colleagues, fortunately are among the chosen. 
But this, no. matter how glorifying a though to these elitist, is 
basically ·without foundation. ·1 believe that we m_)lSt start with the 
basic premise that we all. haye knowledge. And that all knowledge 
and all wisdom - the complex which we call education - are designed 
to help man not only adapt to his environment but to recreate it as 
well.· This attempt at adapting to his environment and trying to 
recreate ·it is at once both an active and reflective process; a process, 
in which and through which, all men participate, not merely "The· 
educatecJ elite." Indeed such practice which these elitist indulged in 
at Colo~ado, is merely "the absurd dichotomy in which the people" 
are asked merely to follow "the prescriptive methods of the' 
dominant (educated) eUte." 
The herdsman in deepest Africa or the fisherman on the banks of 
the Caroni River in Trinidad, West Indies, partakes of this process. 
He adapts to his environment by selecting the· conect bait for his 
fishes, and knows how to ward off a lion that attacks his herd. He 
knows only too ,well what herbs are necessary to heal his wounds 
and when it's best t~ ~l'.'-nt his seeds. He actively seeks out the best 
means of conquering the forces around hi~ and meditates 
reflectively on best how to make life an even better affair. Even in 
his simplicity, he is an educated man. · 
The task face~ by me~bers of an industrialized society is even 
mo~e complex. H~s adaptation to, his recreation of his universe, his 
a~tion and reflection must perforce be different.-Of course our elite 
~cussants were more concerned with philosophy science religion 
literature, art and music, in the abstract cont;xt and' were s; 
eloquent and persuasive that no one really understo~d them _ Saul 
Bellow, the nov~list, walked out of the conference on the first day. 
In fact, faced _with ~he onslaugh~ of his humanity the 'cat' in the city 
mu~t deal daily with the crucial fact of survival. Moreover, he's 
tembly oppre~ed, and only lives from day to day, fighting to pay 
the rent, hustling to get some "bread" for the family, and struggling 
to ke~p so~e veneer of humanity. He is educated to deal with these 
?ne d1mens1onal problems that he faces day after day but mostly he 
1s oppress~d and ile~ied the possibility of realizing his "ontological 
.~nd his~oncal vocation"; that of liberating himself and the act of 
~ecommg more fully human." Indeed no education ca·n take place 
without his participation. · 
So for the contemporary man the problem is not how much 
physics he knows, not how much math he knows, riot how much Jaw 
he knows, or how much philosophy he knows. The question must be 
how humane is he'? How much does he realize ·his own humanity? 
What are the possibilities of his becoming more humane? and does 
he thru greed, steal1 arrogance or ambition prevent any other 
member of the human family from becoming m·ore fully humane. 
. . 
· couched in these terms it doesn't mean that one need not know, 
math, physics, and/or philosophy, but the question is not how great 
one's repository of these facts are: but what you repository of these 
facts means in terms of making you more h'umane. To be humane 
one of course has to love. Jesus Christ spoke abou·t it, he said God is 
Love, Mahatma Ghandi said, Love is God. Martin Luther spoke 
about it and so did Che Guevara. For to love involves a sense of 
commi~ment; hence to· love humanity fully is a revoiutionary act, 
Education, because of its creative function; and because one must 
challenge and question constantly, must 'also be subversive. And so 
to be an educated person one must not only be subversive but musr-
be revolutionary as well, utilizing the facts of his chemistry 
philosophy and physics, not only to liberate man but to make the~ 
more humane as .well. The educated person is subve'i-sive and 
revolutionarv by definition. · 
If this is· tnie there is no room in family of humanity for any· 
"educated elite" for education above all involves dialogue and praxis 
(See Paul Freire's Pedagogy of the Oppressed for further 
discussion.] and certainly not amidst the "lush an·d lofty meadow" 
where no one below the "rank of assistant professor attended" and 
where at the end even the discourse or dialogue defied "concise 
summary." Given such terms as "rationalistic norms" "non-verbal 
sensory activity," no wonder, only the participants were able to 
glo~fy in their ego-inflating dehumanizing experience. 
Taken a step further, even if we were to give any de~ree of 
validity to this undertaking, how is one to tell if he or she was an 
educated person when he is even incap,Jble of understanding the 
dialogue that transpired? Perhaps it would be left to this "educated 
elite" to decide. ·continued on page J J 
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More- than ;ju_st. a~ .Dlear sel'v'iCe '. 
.. . - - . 
By·Geri Karp 
employees' working hours,. 7:00 consumes. Knowing the 
A.M. to 7:00 _P.M. There is .an · immense- ra.te. of food 
_ additional charge of $1.QO for consumption at IC, it is doubtful -
', 
Have you taken advantage of 
the services that Saga offers to 
the Ithaca College Community?. 
Besides providing meals, Saga is 
also in_corporated in running a 
yeatround bakery a._nd order-in 
service during the school term. 
Director of Food Services, L.R. _ 
McNeely, informed us that this 
added feature to the regular 
meal plan "has always been in 
existence." 
You can order anytl].ing from 
a birthday cake to a dozen 
frankfurters. To add to .the 
convenience of not having to go 
. the-delivery. , that one. sheet cake will actually 
Prices vary according to what' feed 12--college students. One 
is ordered and the quantity. A_ student. who, ordered a sheet 
full· sheet <;ake, ·mclud~ ,72 cake .sai~,--"I ·4idn't eat .that· 
pieces! costs $5.20; ~:haiflof-a much compared to my friends, 
sheet cake, · 36 . piec~ cask , and r had three pieces." . 
$2.tiO; and a l O inclrroiind cake,' . Prices . on ordering meat',- · . 
20 pieces; costs $4.0$. These · franks, hamburgers, etc,, change 
· each week.·.· depending·,. on the 
~os.ts · include d,ecoradons ~arket price of _~eat foi; 'that 
· sp~cified by students. The particular week. · . 
tabul~tions as to how many Orders should· be made . by 
people can be fed -depends upon calling ·· the Business Sezyices . 
how many pieces each person . Office 48 hours in advance at -
centrex- 3313. You c;:an pzy 
C.O.D. or ch;uge it. What moie__-
could you ask for, except to 
have the bill sent home? 
·downtown to buy food, Saga 
will also deliver.· The delivery 
must be D?ade during pie Saga 
-
·A· Literature·: 
P()tpol&rri 
' By R. Hood 
From the Land of Fear, Harlan "Ellison, Belmont The Colonel's Photographh, Eugene . Ionesco, 
Tower, $.95, I 76pp. Evergreen, $°I .95, I 77pp. 11 ' 
Ellison - )'his is a collection of rnostly .previously previously perused the only previously published 
unpublished science fiction materiaj, mostly short . story, bu·t (even more_ interestingly) in · an 
stories, that brings to my mind Kink Kronikles. anthology other than the one named .. as it-'s sole 
First Harlan offers some germs or blastulas, story 9rigin. ' · - · 
fragments and snippets, asking for responses from Ionesco :- Just the name. Ionesco conjures 
;ufficiently spurred readers. Then the stories start, dynasties, bleached · ruin~. and c_olumns of 
favorably impressing· me increasingly: as their phil~sopher kings_. marching_Jn._Im_ipolex palaces 
. respective page and date of qeation numbers shoutiJ\g anarchic slogans or· writing absurdist 
increase. At the peak is a story about a bornnbred dramas. Ionesco _is usually connected to 
soidier, Qarlo, from: the ole .. apocaiy.phc future, Rhinoceros and other plays, however this hook is 
who is time-warped .. out of. the intersection ·of mostly prose-short ..stories. Some segments have • 
several laser beams and into the in.tersection of appeared elsewhere as plays (Well it seems like I' 
several present-time urban roadway.s. This story is been h~re before), However, horror-ls subtler here; 
followed by the script versfori. for the Twilight exi!tent,ial despair ,and fading --out of life (ala 
Zoning in which Qarlo dies sadly instead of dying Beckett) or allegorical confusion and finding the· 
. happily. I -was over-joyed to realize that. I had answer and/or freedom. 
C~n9re11 
and 'the· ·establishm~i of a 
.Stµdent's Concerns Office. In continued fron page 1 
GO v·e r nan Ce CO mm j t tee addition, a motion was passed' to 
motioned to table the proposals 'enter LC. into ' the National 
on the grounds that Congre!?S Student Association. -
was amending a revised More importantly discussed 
constitution -which had not yet . was . the tise of facilities on 
been accepted by Congress. The campus decision of the 
motion was soundly defeated _Community Council whe~eby all 
based on the fact that the groups· sponsoring 'an activity 
proposed amendments were to_ will be charged ie.nt -for-_'.the 
. last year's c_onstitution. facilities they use whenever 
. Chairperson Sharon Haas · .admission to, that activity ds - '--_..;=-=---------! 
finally called for a vote on charged to melltbers of .the I.C. Weekeiid-
Se ct ion 2.1 A. of ·'the community .. Telsey urged 
amendment, which dealt ·with members of Congre!ls to inform .P<>nlin.ued from page 1 
the voting membership of parents: of tl)e- deci~i<;>n, . _ . 
academi~ 'tlep~rtments. The maintaining that the exercise of - An "Academic Ey~ Opener" 
proposal was defeated on the pare_!!tal pressure is one of the is- planned for Saturd~y m~tning. 
roll-call vote, by the required __ .·. most' effective means of Different _.departments will ·be 
two-thirds majority. . -.· facilitating . change ·-on· this holding op~~ house ,or put~ing 
Though the debate on votmg campus. • on demonstrati9ns. A great deal. 
status dominated, other topics:- Congress·wm meet-aga.innext of information concerning 
were ,dis.cussed. _Briefly discus~ed week to vote on the remaining ,academics- at_ I.~ ... will be 
were the extension of the Travel s,e ct ions of the "Dual presented .at these sessions. For_ 
Bureau, Congress' financial Re.presen·i:ation· System· more. information co~ult the 
backing of the Record Co-Op, Amendment"."- · schedule - distributed .. /by the 
. -,~, ~-··.,: .. _ 
-·--~~ii•Jlil•ti;. 
. Parents Weekend Committee. 
· .. · For-~ dining this .:weekend, the 
·careterfas,....·win: be open witlI 
- some t~5 clia,nges. ~e rein!.~e 
. - . i5~Jlall '#ill be open Saturday 
, •. "l.. nigllt for just students and their 
parb'nts on ·a' reservation basis. 
..... . · · Oinner. and, cocktails r Will be 
,.-
served. There will be a speciat 
".-: box 'lunc_!i picnic for.j~t parents,-
. · with· Presiden\ Phillips in the' 
Ben-:·~ Light Gyriiniiium on · 
.__ ,""41....,~_,,j. · :·~ \ -.., .. Saturday. -Sunday-morning Hillel -
. 2~3.£1.,;fi_! Rd. ",. _ . >-, .. · '. .. · -: · _is. Spon~riJig ·a bag~ls. and lox;, · 
.._ ___________ ~--.--------------'· 1>runch:0 in:--tbe·:West·.side of the· . 
- . ,,. .. · . T~Jia~~g·flatl. '.Brimch'Will·' 
-~~-,-::~1,H•··/iefi~: ·.:::-. ._.- _ ;:~~~~~:a~!f f -- · ·:· :N~;~ -i,n~:fi~~d -· . - .' ·ttiin~¾fif:~u1£-~~::: 
,, .. ,._... -.... uinifu·tt~ - p~d~fo-··~ncow:qe mfomu~f. 
.. 't.-.·-h>r·j"ah1•m• at . ..--~v_p~tim,\~"IIJQ_~ng., inclivid~l -
Staie';Sf~~t ,&fgain~House ·. .·:. pa.~,)~emb~~ 0 ~ the LC?, 
-· t .- • ' • ~~·;,. -..\. \' ,.. ' ' N ~ , 
R.di>h: ~..:Thorpe ' . ''. - ···- . -'. '. ·~rtv~Qlii : is ; e~uraged . < tct' .. 
. . _11, ~.:; ;tat~_street. · ~J.;ii~~JEe :' ;~~-:-. _the_::1: wceki~il"~; .- . 
. lthilca;~ew.Yiidc .148SO . , . ~;~ ,:_.~-)~ti~~: '"'l>,t;.n~~?~~~~~~-d:,<7,4J,_~:: 
• , • • .. • , ~ .•_' -. .,.:,·I •:-:.:~~ ,,~p~ef•; u:, __ .,t,e,,.cJ~:,'(d-·".' 
"°'""-"""iiiil•••111:a·. --~-t-~~jl)~~- , -~ _·_·.-~:- .. ·. -~---· --~· ~--: .. ·-·~ei&:e¥;et'ffl;ie•in~i ~:: · 
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-ICTY Football 
By Fred Raker 
Two weeks ago, amid rainy 
and cold weather(lthaca's forte), -
the - ICTV Football crew was 
most successful in their , 
reproduction of the Bombers' 
win over Juniata. ' 
Under the auspices of faculty 
advisor Paul Smith, producer 
Stan Brzezicki and director John 
Greeri, the cre1w exemplified-in 
every respect- what true 
dedication is. What exactly they 
went through can·not be 
described, in words (you would 
have to see them in action to 
believe it!) It has been rumored, 
however, that some ~ew 
members are still- _drying out!! 
.. ·., 
crew 
puzzle on page 14 
It's Parents 
Weekend; Do 
You Have 
Your Senior 
This S-aturday - will give the 
ICTV crew another opportunity 
to exert their energies and 
promote their professionalism. 
The Bombers are playing Alfred 
for win number three; the ICTV 
crew is going for win number 
two!, Watch the results this 
Saturday night at seven-thirty on 
Cable 7. 
Best of Broadway 
Sticker? 
·Foto by Scott Mallory 
The music of the Broadway play "Man of La 
Mancha" will be featured on this weeks segment of 
"Best of Broadway". Join Host Rick Frishman as 
he describes tho plot of "Man of La Mancha" as Get it at the 
Office of 
Campus 
Don't forget, there is. one 
more game to be covered by 
ICTV. That's in three weeks, on 
Saturday, October . 26, against 
Bridgeport. 
Stan Brzezicki 
,well as giving th,;, local listeners Information about 
upcoming productions In the Ithaca aroa. 
One Of A Kind 
WICB-FM's "One Of A Kind" wlll spotlight Ms. 
Bombers Football 
Saturday afternoon, October 5, the Ithaca 
College Bombers will go for their fourth straight 
win as they face Alfred U. and WICB-FM Sports 
wlll be there. Air time Is 1:15 and WICB 
sportscasters Nick Nickson and Ray Haeberle will 
be calllng the plays. 
Dionne Warwlcke this Saturday afternoon, Oct. 5, 
at 12:15 P.M. "One Of A Kind" Is a miniature 
documentary tracing the history of the great 
groups and recording artists. f,long with 
blbllographlcal facts, the greatest hits will be 
played. Join Hostess Irene Yell on every Saturday 
afternoon at 12: 15. 
Activities. 
Rent 
continued from page 1 
-----------------------~-
. --- -
original proposal and what was I ' McGUIRE GARDENS •• 
finally passed were two different· 
things, however. ~ . 635 Elmira Rd. I 
,The Task. Force's original 
1
:I _____ 273 - 0676 I 
_proposal recommended a minor - J.. , I 
charge for rent but did not .• CC>mt fq,IJ< IO ·'< ~4 . I 
specify . amounts. As it s~an!ls [I fl)) ( l( f y ! ~ • ~ __ ., I 
now, on-caippus groups will be I '- ----- -. -~ I 
charged one ~alf the rent I +he ta\km<4 ffiyno.." -~"""":'~ ·. 1 charged for off-campus groups I ______ 1____ ~ ---=--.:.:..1 that· use the Colleges facilities. I _ --==: · I 
"how it got to be one half, I ·I G"f · : d 't k " t d . 1 ts - Souvenirs - House Plants I 
Kon It no"{ , commen e '••-••-,.••••••,-•••••••••••ilia now on. ·, · . · 
Perialas did Jen ow. It was a 
decision of the Budget Office of 
the College, which consists of 
the President, Vice-President and 
Provost. 
An important part of the 
Task Force's recommendation 
got lqst in the shuffle; that of 
trying the entire system out oply 
on paper for the first year to see 
how it works. "This way, we 
know who's getting hurt and 
who isn't," remarked Knowlton. 
Now, almost one year _after 
Knowlton appeared before an 
apathetic Congr~ss, · Student 
Body Pr-esident Andy Telsey has 
organized "dissemination of 
information" for Parent's 
Wee-kend. This will involve 
passing out information sheets, 
leafletting, and word ·of mouth. 
Telsey' is "hoping the parents 
will take 'some sort-of initiative" 
about the,situation. He feels that 
parents will · be upset about 
students having to pay extra rent 
to use the College 'facilities. 
\ 
'\ 
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WITH US THIS 
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AND GETDN 
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TO WAY TRIP LEAVE ARRIVE 
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10 hour trip 
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IMAGINARY INV.ALID: Sure to cure a/1 ills 
By Leah Fackos 
All the colorful characters of farce at its best 
invaded the Main Theatre stage of Dillingham 
Center for the Performing Arts as an adaptation of. 
Moliere's Imaginary Jnvalid opened the 1974-1975 
season of the IC Department of Drama and 
Speech, Tuesday night. Under, the able direction of 
J. Fred Pritt, this Moliere classic (as- adapted by 
Miles Malleson) blazed the way for a season that's 
sure to be successful. ' 
The plot line is simple, making the charact_er 
interpretations a challenge. Although the 
production had a few rough spots (it tended to " 
drag in a fow instances); the performances of the·~ 
actors more than made up for any lag-. 1 
Kip Rosser as Argan (the Imaginary Invalid) 
gave a sterling performance. His comic timing -is 
first rate and coupled with that of Joni Fritz 
(Toinette) the audience couldn't help but be kept 
in histerics. Their ease and agility on stage could 
not be matched by the other members of the cast.-
The members of the cast each did admirably in 
their roles; the ingenues were- sweet, the doctors 
stern, and the lawyer was shrewd. Not to go 
unmentioned were the performances of Alexandra 
Lloyd as Beline and Ted Enik as Thomas Diaforus. 
Both added greatly to the performance, possessing 
great comic flair. 
The stage almost seemed to come alive with the 
bright and colorful costumes and scenery (not to 
mention the flourescent flu.ids that intoxicated 
and pacified dear old Argan). Ritchie Spencer's 
costumes added greatly to set the period of the 
production. Coupled with the flamboy_ant hair 
styles (by Stan of Dino the Greek), they were a 
sight to beholo. Plaudits belong to both the 
costume and set crew for all their work, 
The harpsichord music was delightful, but this 
reviewer found it a bit out of place at times during 
the production. The duet of the two lovers was a 
bil hard to take. 
The comic elements of farce were superbly 
handled, consituting an enjoyable evening for any 
audience. Even if you prefer-- a more intellectual 
form of comedy, you will · appreciate this 
production for the fine talent that it displays. You 
may laugh, chuckle, gaffaw, or simply giggle, but 
you're sure to have your funny bone tickled. 
Bring us your parents 
and get a 10% discount 
on aU our plants .. 
Photo by Robert W. Bonnell 
Joni Fritz, Kip Rosser 
By Sam Milgrim 
One of the staples of required high school 
reading has always been John Steinbeck, and one 
of Steinbeck's ·best novels is East of Eden. It 
should not come as a shock that in I 955, East of 
Eden was made into a fine motion picture. 
Although the length of the original book made it 
impossible to turn · _into a film of comparable 
detail, the film is of eomparable ~xcellence. 
Director Elia Kazan, working closely with screen 
writer Paur Osborn, has taken what he considers 
the "meat" of the book .and used it to create a 
film that holds your interest continually and draws 
your emotions frequently. 
Music America Hates Best 
"Sixty Years of 1\/luslc Am.erlca Hates Best" wlll 
be featured this Sunday night from 7-10 P.M. on 
the Mark Kelly program on WICB·AM. Everyone 
does a countdown of the "best". L,Jsten to Ithaca's 
most unique radio program, The Mark Kelly 
Program on Sundays from 7·10 P.M. on WICB-AM. 
Comedy Tonight 
"Comedy Tonight", a new comedy show 
hosted by Gary Bettman wlll make Its debut on 
WICB-AM this Saturday ~lght, Oct. 5 from 8·8130 
P.M. Each week a different comedy artist wlll be 
featured on "Comedy Tonight" and the artist 
chosen to be featured on the lnltlal segment Is 
Groucho Marx . . 
Probe 
"The Changlrrg Role of Sisterhood In the 
Catholic Church" wlll bo the topic of the Jnltlal, 
segment of Probe. Join Host, Father Philip Uol, as 
he speaks with Sean Bellini S.S.J. and other nuns 
from· the' Ithaca community. Probe can be heard 
on WICB-AM on Sunday mornings from 9-9:30 
A.M. and on Saturday mornings on WICB-FM 
from 11·1 l ~30 A.M. -
Ithaca Happenings 
Roslyn Lopinto, Instructor of yoga at the 
Women's Community Bull ding, will be interviewed 
this Friday, Oct. 4 · on WICB·FM's "Ithaca 
Happenings•; at 6:15 P.M. "Ithaca Happenings" Is 
a weekly 15 minute talk show In which Host 
Roger Chlocchl Interviews representatives from the 
Cornell or I.C. campuses or the Ithaca community. 
Speaking of 1.c. 
This week on "Speaking of I.C.", Host Fred 
Raker Interviews Vice-President of Student and 
Campus Affairs, Gus Perlalas. Tune In this Sunday 
at noon on WICB·AM and find out what this 
administrator Is al! about. 
really gets the point across. James Dean makes his 
superb sc;reen debut as the confused younger 
brother Cal, . Julie Harrist as the girl-friend, 
Raymond Massey as the embittered father and 
Burl Ives as the wise sheriff tum in comparable 
performanC'es. 
East of Eden will be presented on Thursday and 
Friday, Oct. 3rd and 4th at 7:00 and 9:30 in 
Tl02. Admission will be $.50. 
All-UM 
The film more than anything else is the story of 
a boy a·nd his fight to· obtain recognition and Jove 
from the father who so frequently ignores him, in 
favor of his older boy. The story is complicated by 
the confusion of loves by the older brother's 
girl-friend and some startling revelations about the 
mother they have never ;een. 
The film itself is of note but the acting is what 
... .'"What they have done with West Side Story. 
in knocking it down and moving it from stage to 
screen is to reconstruct its fine material into 
nothing short of a cinematic masterpiece ... " So 
said Bosley Crowther in his opening night review 
of West Side Story. Today, almost 13 years since 
its original release, the film still retains much of its · 
original freshness. Y-es, the film is dated but it also 
has enough to say to make the film worthwhile. In 
fact, the only real negative effects that the years 
have brought is an occasional cringe at a line of 
dialogue or an intro to a song. In spite of 
everything, West Side Story has aged gracefully, 
be.cause it still has something to say, just as Romeo 
and Juliet (on which it was based) had· before it. 
Perhaps things aren-'t like this_gn the West side any 
more, but, boys still die, and ·sometimes they die 
C)tNfl: ~-·'-'· Note from the Entertainment Editor; for love. , West Side Story may be seen on Saturday and ........... 
..... 
10 :te A.M.-S: >I ... M. 
f'rl•ay 11:NA.M.-t:oeP.M . 
P.-17-FE.NS 
My sincere apologies to Chuck Riter, The Sunday Oct. 5th and 6th at 7 :00 and l 0:00 in 
Freeport Organization and Ed McHendry. The Tl 02 for $.75. 
" positive 1.0. reQu1red 
., 
review of last Saturday's performance in the Coming up- at the It haca.!licks, The· Maltese 
Ciossr.oads was unable to appear in this · week '.1 Falcon, Executive· Actioh and For Whom the Bell 
issue due to unforeseen complications. Tolls, more on these next week . 
.................................. ~ 
* ' • 
·:···otD ·MI.LWAU'KEE: 
* . • 
: less than $3_ .90- ci case : ,... ~ 
* • COMING SATUP..DA Y-SUNOA Y 
- S _ .( -- ___ I.____ ,\TTRACTIONS 
__...-------:---Ir ~-__,...,....~_ ~xecutive Action Oct. 12-13 
* • 
t BOB DIEMOND! Paper Moon Oct. 19-20 
-----_.,,...-- -------- 1 400 Blows Oct. 26-27 
* • : . 
Sa't. & Sun. 7&9:30 
Day of Jackal Nov . 
Day of Jackal Nov. 2-3 
Ruling Class Nov. 9- IO 
Fellini Satiricon Nov. 16-17 
i Sodb . & Beer £ 
* • 
T-102 King of Hearts ·Dec. 7-8 (Movies shown in T-102 for S.75 
Fri. & Sat.-7 & 9:30)· 
75c 
)f,, Mon .. tltru Slit. 9am·9pm -sun. 12·6 it !f:: N•w 1oc:it1on next to Punty Ice CH1m ! 
..- ·.900 NORTH MEADO\',( 272:147'1_ ~ 
* . - . ---- • .. ~ ........................................ .... 
Ptltentsl . tlJe world's greatest 
writers 11,e waitin1 to meet yoa 
~i-i:tlJ,s· wee/tent/ at. 
--············-··············.;. .. · . : . . 
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$ons anti tla'aJl,f~rs: 
the not-so-hfl/J/JY dflys 
typical middle class high school. 
By Ru_t--ert L. Don 
No time 
·soJ!S and Daughters; is a new television offering 
by CBS for the 1974 season. It is quite 
entertai(ling and the quality of production is on 
par with any other show. The setting is mid-SO's 
high school days, complete with DA's and bobby 
socks. At the outset, it would appear that the 
show is a take-off on ABC's highly successful 
Happy Days. Other than the setting, nothing could 
be farther from the truth. Happy Days is a comical 
look at growing up in the 59's with all the pranks 
and characters that flavored the era. It is really 
The main protagonists are Jeff Reed (Gary 
Frank) and Anita Cramer (Glynnis O'Conner) 
Bo.th are products of tainted homelife and their 
3ttraction to each other seems natural. In a 
dramatic segment from the- pilot movie, Jeff's 
father suddenly died, leaving him the head of the 
household. ·Anita's parents broke up in a highly 
emotional scenario th, T -proved to be quite a 
tear-jerker, also from tht· pilot. They chum around 
with two other couples, including Moose (Barry 
Livingston of My Three Sons fame) and Evie 
(Debralee Scott). There is also a token greasc1, 
Stash (Scott Colomby), who talks through his no,~ 
all the time and snaps his fingers a lot. He 1s 
complete with black leather jacket and a slrck DA 
(much like Happy Days's Fonsie). There is much 
interaction between this group of teenagers and 
their teachers and parents, providing · a .well-
rounded look at the era. for Duddy-
. American Graffiti in series form (although facts 
indicate that production for Happy Days began 
long before American Graffiti materialized in the 
minds of its producers). Son~_and Dau~hters offers 
a serious and dramatic view of the era. It depicts 
the trials and tribulations of growing up in a 
By Steve Swartz 
, 
grandfather; who instills in him the notion that a 
man is nothing if he doesn't own land. But, despite 
Duddy Kravitz begins with a school boy parade the fact that the grandfather appears as a sweet, 
featuring an off-key "When the Saints Go gentle- mar,, he1 too, is guilty for the monster that 
Marching In"; it . is a tune that is repeated Duddy becomes. Morals and aphorisms are all the 
througnout the film as background music to old man can handle; one gets the ·impression that 
Duddy's dreams of success. The saints in question he, like the others, never had the time to show 
in this film are not the ones that guard the pearly Duddy the true meaning behind the lofty 
gates - they are the grubby; driven slaves that sentiments he espoused. 
guard the vaults. Duddy Kravitz is a film of greed Director Ted Kotcheff does an admirable job of 
and ignorimce _ a film that shows how our depicting on the screen the dichotomy of material 
socio-economicsystem corrupts dreams; how it and natural wealth. The magnificent Canadian 
disallows sen~tivity (if you are to stay in the landscape serves as a backdrop,.<! vulnerable prey 
mainstream of society); how the beauty of our to the seamier side of Montreal. It is pathetic to 
landscape and our lives has fallen victim to the see Kravitz ejaculating on the craggy rocks 
overlooking a wondrous lake on how he will 
oevelopment of the cmde and unrelenting convert it into a resort area someday - "even if I 
capitaliSt. have to kill for it." Killing, maiming, both literally There are going to be people thaf will see 
Duddy as merely a film about the k.wish and figuratively, are to become the mainstays of · 
Kravitz' existence. 
experience in North Amenca; some will say'it's 
anti-Semitic (depicting all Jews as, in the ·word_s of As brilliantly played by Richard Dreyfuss, 
a medical student describing Duddy, "critinesque Kravitz often comes off "the charmer, the victim, 
little money-gr11bbers"); other will say it gives a the innocent; and we should realize that he- is 
clear, although perhaps too incisive, picture of the victim as well as victimizer. He has been crippled 
Jewish people. But I think the film transcends its by an oppressive system; a system offering so few 
immediate environment of St .. Urbain. Street, in viable options that one is forced, especially if one 
the Jewish ghetto of Montreal. Duddy Kravitz is is -poor, to grab for the .most he can get at the 
more than a representation of a type - the poor· marketplace.· Kravitz's anve becomes his 
Jewish kid who will do. anything for a buck. True, commodity, his humanity b~ing shoved aside as a 
hiS- words are heavily colored with Yiddish hindrance to the only "real" advancement. 
•colloquialisms, but his thau'ghts are universal in a Duddy Kravitz features an excellent cast, 
world gone mad with the race to make a dollar. among which Micheline Lanctot, Randy Quaid, 
The element of time is. essential in the film. Jack Warden and Denholm Elliot are all 
Duddy is told by. his Frencq:Canadian girl friend, exceptional. The film was adapted for the screen 
"You're always · jumping, running, moving, by Mordechai Richler f-rom his book of the same 
,scratching." Duddy's father never has time for him name. I've seen this film twice now - the second 
(he's too busy driving a cab and pimping); Duddy's time I found myself dis.counting some superficial 
uncle, who· has ·always favoured Duddy's older scenes of light satire - and concentrating on what is 
brother, admits that he never saw any good in him; a painful, moving story. A film that will make you 
and thusly he pays him no attention al all. TI:ie question things - well worth seeing at the Strand 
only person _who has. time for Duddy is his Theater . 
.-----------------.--------= 
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STEAKS, PRIME RIBS, 
l08$TERS, ,CHOP$, SEA FOODS 
·205 Elmira Rd. 
\ 
_Phone 2:?3-0777, 
fur reservations 
Commencing _October 25 
THE __ BOOKSTORE 
will begin· returning books 
to ·the ~publisher. 
' 
The Bookstore. 
will 'f!,Ot assu.re the a_vailabilitj· 
'-of·· bpo_ks after ~hat time. 
· ... : : ·••fiittit oia·tlm• Since 1'909" ; . . >-' 
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Sons and Daughters is a combination of All Mv 
Children, Room 222 and· Happy Days, 1f that's :;t 
all possible. It is a refreshing change from the sex 
and violence oriented shows of previous seasons. lt 
is the type of show that is just plain entertaining. 
It brings back memories, both good and bad, 
giving a more realistic ·view of growing up, using 
the SO's setting as a nostalgic vehicle. It is quite 
effective and reminds us that there was more to 
growing up than the Happy Days. 
. ,Sons and Daugltters can be seen on Wed.hes:lay 
'.11ightsf~om 8:00-9:00 P.M. on_CBS. 
The following programs will be broadcast Sunday evening, 
October 6, 1974, on ICTV, cable channel 7. · 
8:00 News Scene ... relevance In news is the major theme 
behind this student-produced news show. The News Scene 
team brings you all the news, as It happens. 
8: 15 All kinds of People ... host Chuck Sivertsen speaks 
with Audrey Fields of the Big Brother/ Big Sister 
Organization and two student members. An Interview Is held 
as well with a little brother and a little sister. 
8:30 Consumer lnslght ... power plants are this week's topic 
for discussion as guest Jamas Carrig joins ho'1tess Pat Higgins. 
9:00 The l,.Jnser Story ... two of raclng's most noted racecar 
drivers are the subject of this special ICTV presentation. 
=·······························: • · -ther~:·s a • I CIRCUS i~J 
: in town/ l~ ,: 
= cot.ton candy ~ I 
• V"'-J • 
• popcorn • i roasted peanut hot dogs n 5 
I ~--
: soft ice cream "/ I 
·- . • • • • W State St (2 blocb we~t of bu~ ~tat10111a 
• S~nday-Thu.rsday 11.00-9 30 ) • I Friday-Saturday I I ,10:30 ( I 
• • • • • 
....... ·--····-··············· James Dean 
• 1n 
East of Eden 
Thurs. 9:30 
Fri. 7 & 9:30 T-102 soc 
- Coming 
Thurs.-Fri. Attractions: 
(l\lovies shown in T-102 for S.50. 
Thursdays 9:30,_ Fridays 7&:9:30) 
MALTESE FAl£0N Oct. 10 & ll 
FOR WHOI\,i THE BELL TOLLS Oct. 17 & 18 
-5TAGECOACH Oct. 24 
HALLOWEEN FILM FESTIVAL (Free) Nov. l' 
DR.~TRANGELOVE Nov. 7 & 8. 
NAl.)GHTY 90's Nov. 14 & 15 
..__ 
· WCRESS FILE 
~·.,:' ~... ~ ~-,. I,.; . , . / . Dec. 5 &_.6 .. 
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Ourstanding challenge: taste and compare the good ---
old-time flavor of Pabst with any other beer. Once you 
taste Blue ·Ribbon quality, yotJ'II never .9o back to .the 
beer you ·were drinki.ng. Take our challenge. We know 
Blue Ribbon will come out the.winner~ ~very tirrie. . 
• _i. 
. \ 
Pab~t. Sjnce 1844. -The quality,has.~ays c~~e~~--: _ .:_ . 
~ Copyright, 1974. PABST BREWING COMPANY MIiwaukee.' Wi1 .. f>eoria Helgh11, 111.,. Newark, N.J., Lol'An119leti, Call!:, Pab11,,Q110r;la. , •. ;; ·..:..· .• · ~ .. .- .. ;,' ··c' .. · -,:". ·: 
.. , ·----·· . ···-""r-r:-" .. . 
. . . ...... . . _,. ,. ~ - . 
T I , 
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continued from ~age 5 
There is of ~ourse another and perhaps a much more fundamental 
. problem. If we accept that fact that "the fundamental theme of our 
-epoch to be that of "domination" how do we gin the process of 
humanism' and liberation that is the necessary condition of the 
educated person? . 
It is the tradition of America that we Qnly· await crises before we 
act _:. Vietnam, Energy Crisis-·-· but the crisis of oppression, 
dehumanization and industrial slavery is gathering upon fhe brows of 
millions of people not only in this country' but throughout the 
world. . 
I hesitate to quote C.L.R. James at length, but he is appropriate 
within this context and I must. He says that. 
/. 
-
" As a way of life, as a civilization, as a culture, 
modern . society has collapsed already. The 
contemporary world is divided into two large blocs 
whose rulers use all the discoveri~s of science to 
snarl threats and defiance at each other across the 
ether, and plot mutual destruction whic~ will be 
counted in tens of millions. This is no longer to be 
compared with the life of savages. It is the life of 
the jungle. The ordinary citizen today can exis~t 
_ only by deliverately excluding from , ~1s 
consciousness vast areas of contemporary life 
which ·it is unbearable to contemplate. Never 
before in human history has the world known such 
eferiientary- fear of total physical destruction, the 
savagery and brutality of the passions with which 
- one half of the world regards the· other, the 
consciousness of primeval depths just beneath the 
veneer of science and civilization, the alienation of 
individual from indivjdual in the closely-knit 
modem comf(lunity, the alienation of .the 
individual from ltimself, the gulf separating . 
aspiration from reality." · 
- . 
If this is true it is now fairly obvious "what it does mean to be an 
educated perso~ today." If it is not ahout being more humane and if 
it's not about a greater concern one for the other; and if it fs not 
about a· conscious and revolutionary -attempt at s1~bverting the 
present decline towards dehumanization, then the educated person is 
about anti-life and anti-humanity. __ 
Therefore, we can_ see these ''scholars" who gathered at-Colorado 
as so many learned obscurantist ahd time-waters signifying the crisis 
that is inherent· within Western education and the hop_~le~s no man's 
land to_·which we proceed. ·. 
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HILLEL 
bringing you a year of 
entertai'f!,ment, education, 
and enlightenment . 
This Friday and ·every Friday 
_Shabbat dinner Spm Job Room 
of Egbert Union 
Shabbat service 6:30 Cha.plains 
Office, basement dorm 3 
(special Sukkoh service this week) 
Sunday October 6 
Bagels and lox brunch 
West side Towers dining hall 
Tuesday October 8 
--Simchat Torah celebration 
7:16pm 
One World Room~ 
_-Anabel. TaylQr Hall, ·Cornell_ 
Wednesday October 16 
Conversa.t.ional Hebrew 
& Coffeeshop 
7pm Chaplains Office 
Anyone- interested_ in Israeli 
or Hillel programmi~g • • _s1ng1ng 
contact Andrea Sussman at 
. . 
xSJa .·Or Chaplains Office x332 
Affiliate with Hillel -
- . 
·B .. egin_ning ·Mond_ay October- 7. 
• _,.. I • 
s,op __ i11: at the _Chaplains Office, 
10am-3pm 
1 yr ..... _$5 
2 yr •..... $8. 
. - :... \ : ~ . . .. 
-:. 3 yrs_ ..... $10-· 
:_4 yrs·.~ ... $12 
_ Hi·llel welcomes 
Anita H. E-hrenfried 
as··· i"t•s n'ew c·ounsefor .. 
-office h-ours · · - · 
7 -10 · m Tues. - Thurs . 
.._ ___ _..-,,.,-...... _-----~""'-·--*"" ____________ ..,. __ ............... 
.. _· .. 
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o·o · you have judicial; residential, . :~ · .. 
- -
.•. ,iacCJdemic, financial or pers:o'na1 problem$·?.'. · •,; 
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ilte too.,_, hrcl th e 
poT) took I 't'I\ e . . 
· .:.folcio.ts offt~~I, 
· \Jas"e4 "1 j e.G1's, 
9ave r-t'( .fr,eNtl. ~ 
,Q W0t""Ni"'9• I 
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SENIORS!! 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY LEAHII 
Vour Three Roommates 
Andrea- · 
wen, kid, here It ISi Happy 18th. 
Hope It's fun even with me. 
Leah-
Happy 1st Birthday. 
Cindy 
Love 
"Dessert'' 
Dear Berta, Behy, and Nancy 
(GA2757)-
Here•s to all our games of spite 
and mallce, green peppen and onions 
(blurpt), salt, Pepsi, beer, and booze. 
Happy 'IMII§ to us all! 
With love, 
The Galloplng Gourmet's Mistress.and. 
al tlm11Jnend of Pillsbury Dough B·oy. 
Betty Crock•r ~ 
Arby-
Hope we have fun this weekend. 
Clndolph 
Part-time Dlatary Aid , apply In 
penon between 7 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Oak HIii Manor, 602 Hudson St. 
Famous Alpha House Cheesecakes 
scrumptious chee~ll'cakes being sold 
at Bell's Convenient Foods on the 
Elmira Road next to Millbrook bread 
• all sizes. For Info 387-611 B. 
Leah, 
Hope you have a haPPY B•Day and 
B•Nlght. (You might as well have a 
happy weekend whlle you're at It. 
OK?) 
Takews, 
.H.B.F.C.M.! 
Well, you're' over the hlll ·tor sure 
no~t we stlll love you. May we see 
manY more together. 
Dear Kids· 
Cut down on bonging and 
popcorn In the morning! 
Dear Dan, 
Love,. 
Mom 
I refuse to change my name, 
especially since I've scored twice 
since last week. 
Dear Frank, 
Love, 
13' 11" 
Hope your birthday was happy. 
· Love, 
Oct. 3 
Free the Ithaca 4,000 
Rooster 
Fwan-
'Spose you think your cool 'cause 
you work Jn the pub. 
Far 
Dear Parlnold, 
Nice Sleeping with you. 
Bob-
Quatro patiently awaits your 
arrival. 
Mom 
~rendfleart- , 
-With friends like you ••• 1'11 live to 
be 100 yn. Old. 
I Love You 
. Hanko-! 
-t'llts get loa_dedl ·· 
Jen 
Rhon- - . 
I still don't know how you can 
live with her. · 
Bev 1nd Karen-
Pl1a11 don't sen Quatro. You'll 
love n1111 once·yoia make that lnltlal 
sweetheart, 
Otis and I missed ya, glad to have 
you back. Why don't we try to make 
It a permanent visit cause It's gonna 
be a long cold winter. I'll love ya 
forever no matter how many miles 
apart we may be. • 
"A''. 
Beep, Beep! 
Moses Briggs: 
Babes 
Love, 
Wen & Dl;!b 
Gpod going you guysl 
Dear Vicki· 
Going up? 
Love, 
A, Wen, & Deb 
Love, 
Caught between 1St and 2nd floor 
STEP 
ASIA HOUSE GALLERY 
Asia House Gallery, Route 13, corner of Meadow and Green 
Jtreets; New Autumn hours: Monday through Saturday - 10:00 
A.M. to 5:00 P.M., Sundays- l :00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
Three new exhibits in addition to the permanent rotating von 
Reinhold-Jamesson family collection from Historic Fairview Manor, 
of rare Oriental tapestries, Chinese Lacquer furniture, Tibetan and 
Korean bronzes: 
Gallery I-III: Classic Chinese Ch'ing paintings. 
Gallery IV: 18th and 19th century bronzes from Tibet and Nepal. 
Gallery V: Siamese and Cambodian temple rubbings and gilded 
paintings. . 
Gallery VI presents the new Autumn sale collection of rare and 
unique rugs from Iran, Turkey, Kashmir, China, India anti 
Turkestan. 
Gallery VI: the carpet gallery, is closed on Sundays only. 
The exhibit opens October 3, and ends November I. 
iiiii. 
* Get Your 
SeniorSticker 
at the 0//i~e-
of Campus. 
Activities. 
1 DOWN TO l TliE 
~ rt'ell 
<(_J"ou+let A~•ATlC 
GAitDEN ·- -1 'CLOTHES CELLAR , 
The HAPPY HOM£ ~f 5;000 S'WEAfERS ! 
bQ.wnstairs Cos~ntini"s Shoe Store 130 East State 
c-eitte~e :.AMERICAN Fooo 
[tESTAU~Al{'t] 
-
~-t~ SMOKE 81fi 
set complete party store Oi:, 
Serviag the Pubhc S111Ce 1931 
FEATURING SPECIAL LUNCHEONS 
TUES. - THRU FRI. FROM 11 A.M. 'Tll 3 P.M. 
SERVING DINNERS 'TIL 9 P.M. 
. 
magazines 
c(Jmics · groceri,s 
f _'./ h' .\'1' ,·11. 
pap,rs 
caiulies 
Barry Katcher. in conjunction wit_h the 
CHINDI 
MIHtl 
Ithaca College Bureau of Concerts proudly present_s: 
a very .,special evening with 
John McLf/ugl,/in 
f/n!I tl,e Mf/hf/visl,nu Orcl,estrf/ 
', 
with· Jean Luc -Ponty·and 
12 members of NY Philharmoni_c 
adJu1tm1nL'. · · '... · · 
Roomle · 
'1enr.·_Li:9h_t Gym- ~ctober 26 9PM 
·1ic_ket1- 41."50 advance 5 00 door tickets on sale P'1m111i ltudent nNded .. for large two bedroom. aShlrtment 'on Spencer St, 
• i linfflfdltt• occupany. ·can Barban 
'. 277·~H.. . . , 
. :,. -;,._,, :.:: 
~. ·<· 
.... 
. \ soon 
;a,~ • 
_,.,; ... . 
I 
_..!_, 
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By Stephen H. Swartz 
1) An Exploration of the_ Silly Sandwich in 
Post-War West Germany (one· of the stations, 6:30, 
and twice in a row on Sunday) A truly remarkable 
dblc documentary by the Danish septuplets, Jon 
through Arndt Copenhagen. The Copenhagens, 
who, incidentally, hadn't even heard of West 
Germany until recently, flawlessly capture the 
flavour of the Teutonic fascination with the 
ridiculous, or "funny" sandwich. They take us to 
Hamburg, where retired watchmaker Fritz 
Pulloever fancies two blocks of concrete and 
Italian cherry tomatoes between pieces of hearty 
pumpernickel, to Munich where a veterinarian 
prefers over-exposed film and furniture b.etween 
thin slices of lead, and, finally, to the Berlin Wall 
where ex-student leader and radical Daniel 
Cohen-Ben.dit sits on barbed wire as he munches 
on magazines, pepper, American-sty.le lunchmeat 
and a phone between highly selective loaves of 
Nietzsche's earlier works. This is definitely one 
special the whole family should miss, if the kids 
arc allowed to. 
2) Kolpit -(ABC one night, NBC the next) A 1 
~pin-oft from CBS' .number one hit Koj.ack. Kolpit 
1s .the story of a miner whQ __ returns from the pits ~!'""I--+-... - .... -.--_.,..,...,.__ 
oi:,ie day to- find that his immediate family -and his ml""t-+~t.!!"!-t-+-+--t-.-
i n-1 a ws' .kitchens have been stolen by 
ex-Mineworkers Un~on kingpin W. A. "Tony" 
Boyle. ,Enraged and hungry, Kolpit starts out 
across the country in search of his people and the -..,.....,,_,...,..._ 
appliances that were bought on time. Jerry Lee 
Jewis is featured in the dual role of Kolpit and his 
wife (who is never seen). Other_ regulars are 
Tommy Boyce and Bobby Hart and_ some other 
actors-that were good. This is one show that avoids 
so ___ much qf the controversy that has become 
standard fare on commercial TV, and, for that 
reason alone, it is most welcome. 
David Susskind's "I - AM THY MAKER" 
Spe~ial. In this carefully produced quasi-epic, 
David poses the very real question, "How Does 
Barbra Feldon Get Work?," then turns to the 
lighter side when he chairs a panel of bisexual men 
. who find women "all too frivolous, deceptive, and 
feminine." Be careful to stay a few feet back from 
the set for this entry. 
INSURANCE 
""YOl!R PROTECTION- OU'R PRUF£SSJON" 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Booth, oyd 
Robert L. Boothroyd 
Class of· ~4· 
Class of '6ff 
Ht-nry G. Kt"y~t>r ----------Class of ·.5,2· 
\V~lram Flynn---------- C.L.U. 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
"We Welcome YfJ11r /11q11iry •• 
311 East Se~1eca. ltltaca. N. Y. 
Beautiful Clothes 
from_the Hands of INDIA 
for Men & Women 
5URE 
/-'ii\ J 
EtTT A 
J_or~ 
t 24 LAN_ES 
SNACK BAR 
PRO SHOP 
CUSTOM DRILLING 
54 
58 
60 
ACROSS 
Cattle-breeding 45 Hindu spirit 
Nation 46 Turkish ·river 
9 Snare 47 Debauchee 
15 South American boa 49 ,__ year itch 
16 Catholic nine days' 50 Pen point 
devotion , 51 · Type of vegetable 
17 Type of rifle 53 Tavern 
18 Conmercial 54 Widmark movie or 
19 Here: Fr. insect trap 
20 Deliberates over 56 "Moonlight -" 
22 Eastern daylight 58 A cry,stalline 
· time (abbr.) alcohol 
23 Wally Cleaver's 59 Comes forth 
best friend 60 Redecorated 
25 Rescue 61 Accumulations near 
26 Scoff at 'the shore 
27 Pigeon--
28 Card game DOWN' 
- 8 Distance 
9 PDsition oneself 
defensively . 
10 Words to accompany 
neithers 
11 Tenn~ssee power 
complex · 
12 Free from sin 
13 Wreath for the head 
14 Contemptfbly·small 
or worthless 
21 Show plainly 
24'Epistemological 
visionaries 
26 "Bet you can't 
eat-" 
·29 Non-imaginary 
number 
31 Adenosine tri-30 On an ocean voyage 
32 Fights with an 1 Of the visitation phosphates (abbr.) 
· ., ·rules-in- a donn 32 Great warmth of . epl!e-
33 Beatles song 2 Short; amusing t~le emotion 
35 Article of personal 3 Most speedy 34 That- can be· endured 
property 
39 Scatter (old 
4 High card. 36 La - {opera) 
· shortened fonn) 
41 Mr. Greene 
5 Act crazy 37 Bring into-being 
6 Archaic preposition. 38 Meat quality -
7 Arabian seaport and 40 "The Cat in the Hat" 
42 ,,_- your money, 
invest it" 
adjoining gulf and "The Grinch Who 
Br~nswlck:Oivlsion 
,BOWLING rJ· 
'-CENTER -
OPERATIONS 
George Preikszaitis 
Center Manager 
_ Brunswick Ithaca Bowl 
378 Elmira Rood, Ithaca, New Vorlc14850 
(607) 272-1922 
-- Stole Christmas" 
'' 42 Fanielu:S reindeer· 
43 Brooks Robinson, e._g. 
44 Arrested 
48 A purgative 
49 Pay out money 
51 Mexican slave 
52 Country south of 
the Caspi an . 
55 Wartime Medical 
Officer (abbr.) 
57 Catch. 
JOlution on page 7 
Welcome Parents 
OPIN.'IDAYS 
UNTIL9:00 
EYE-RY NIGHT 
I 
I 
t-h.eedShalinw 
a0UTIOUf FASHIONS 
3 Conven...,1 Locotiorts 
,11COllEGEAVE • 1'8E.STAT1:ST 
COlffl.ANOYlllE MAU 
\ (. ', -
while in ltl,acd Visit 
tl,e-
co111p/ete · d,ep'a rtlilent store.·.· 
,.,..:. . --· . 
in do,W~to~II f:~'f!:f !'.:i:j >, 
.·: .. \~.~ ::-:~: ).:,:::::.::~~~~\~SLCt.;;:.:>!.tii:P~liI}L~i_::;· ' ·-
.£ . ..... /;,;.·.;r~, .. ._ ""'->""·· • ~ ·~', ·.~·· ... ~· 
, 
, 
_ lb~l~ao;-~t~r-3~ iCJ74i,.f.age-15 , . 
.,, ' - - -
. - . 
_1-j,_ : ... '··ai ':· ,8 .. -~.-.. 1 .. ~ . ' ~. . . . ':' \. . . :_ \ ~ . ~ .: . . . · .. i:::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::, Following a week of rigorous By Jl and DJ 
• ' • l "? ... • 
Gi~l•'.Yolleylaa-11 "tecim Set 
... tryouts. the 1974 Womens 
• . h f Volleyball Team has been On ·r11g t oot selected. Coach Sarah Rich had ~ · the diffic~lt ~sk ?f picking the B otnbers 
talented group of girls yet, and 
we are looking forward to a very 
successful season." The seasons 
home opener will be on October_ 
. I 5 at · 3: 3 0, against East -
Stroudsburg. 
By Da\'e Rives 
, sixteen varsity members from a ------------, 
. . -, .. - · · group of forty-three highly 
seven pla)'S, hi!ting his- f~e • pitched to Bruce Layman, f h0 skilled and enthusiastic players 
. reciever Tim Ardin on the IC six found his tight end· in the ~_nd vying· for the positionson this · 
.., to set up a two_ yard p~unge for zone for the , two point years squad. 
the score. 'the PAT was blocked. conversion. Ithaca s lead was Returning players include: 
If You are a 
Senio,:, Get 
. Faced by an a weso~e . I!haca got. it _right back by down to 27-20 a! the half.. ' Senior Wendy Munder, after a , 
running attack, the 1974 version dn~ng 78 yar_ds m _12 plays on Cortland tallied first m ~he year of study in London, Juniors 
of the Ithaca College Bombers thell' next sen~. With barely a second half, on an 8_0 yard dnve Diane Alleva, Renee Bardin, 
rolled into Cortland State minute gone m _th~ s~con'1 in eight plays, capped by Reba Nash, Patricia Persico, 
territory last Saturday, and came period, Boy~ hit Renuc~ m the Layman's i8 yard run around .Joan Pluzdrak and Coral 
away with a thrilling 34-33 end zone ~!1 a 12 _yard_ !D ~fL~nd. The PAT tied the game Quin O ne s. Re tu r n in g 
victory. Toe win gave \thaca a- P~· Marlcowick made, it ~ 4 tor at 27_ all. . _ . sophomores are Dini McCurry, 
Your Senior 
Sticker at the 
Office of 3-0 mark on the year, and 14 PAT boots on the s~-for The scot 1 n g ended Susan Schnieder and Judy Wolf. marked the first time since 1962 a 21-6 second quarter ~ead. 'with seven minutflli left bl the New members of the Lady 
· that the Bombers have been able lthac~ tried to break ~he game,. ~hen the lthacans found Ithacan Squad include junior 
to defeat Cortland on enemy game wide ope~,. after gett~g themselves. in a hole, punting Rosemary Camileri and Campus " rl' ·, . good field position following from deep in their own territory. freshmen Sue ·Dagget. Patricia 1 
Unlike last· year's ·seesaw • another Cortland punt. The Scott Hunter stood in his own Foley· Becky Mazer, Lori Mike 
battle at Ithaca, won- by the short kick gave IC the ball on · ;end zone to kick, but barely got and ' Rebecca Simmons. 
/' 
Bombers in the final minute of the Dragon _47, but several plays the ball away on the run, as he Co-captains for this years squad 
play, this years version· saw. IC into t~e dnve, hal_fback Carney was greeted with a high snap are Juniors -Piane Alleva and 
Activities on 
the completely dominate the action was hit bard, forcing a fumble. from center. The ball rolled dead Coral Quinones. Managers are for the first 2-5 minutes, rolling Dragon safety Al _Jarret on the IC 5. Cortland scored in Donna Rinaldi and Jody 
up an easy 27-6 lead. But then recovei:ed the· ball on his own three plays, setting up their Breakell. Marie Welch is trainer 
things got interesting - really 23. With that break, Boe~tger biggest play of the game. for the team. 
interesting. State closed . in passed his way down field, aided Boettger dropped back to p~s The Lady lthacans promise 
behind the sharp passing of by a personal foul penalty_called for the two point conversion and an exciting season as they come o,j 
quarterback Ralph Boettger to on the Bombers at then 34 . the lead, but his pass was batted up against the top teams in the 
Main Floor 
the Union. 
make the score 27~20 at the half. Boettger passed 23 yards t<? down in the end zone. The New York area .. Coach Rich ________ , ___ ....i 
The Dragons 'kept the Ar<lin in the end_ zone for ~he Dragons still got one more commented, "We have the most_ 
momentum going in the second TD. The two pom~ conversion chance as Ithaca was forced to .,. _______________________ _ 
half but fell one point short as try was missed, leaving ~e score .punt again with under a minute 
the Bomber defense toughened at_27-1_2. Cortland kept it up, as left to go. Cortland's deep safety 
and hung on. they dro:ve · 90 yards in eight Tiffany couldn't quite find the , 
Ithaca started thin~ right off, plays on their ne?'t off~nsive ~andle on the punt and Ithaca 
" .- . the toss and receiving. senes, Boettger agam passing to ;'Just ran out the clock from 
o::back Jerry Boyes led his Ar~ for the score. Boe!tger I there. 
offense right downfield for the. r-~·----------·---------------~--i 
team 75 yar~~ i;° 14 ~lays on ~he I M 1 
THE DEPARTMENT OF· 
. ' 
POLITICS IN 
CONJUtlCTION WITH go ahead score. Boyes drove the'' I . Q ISTa •• , . I 
ground utilizing his running, 1 , ,-.,. fl I 
backs ;.,ell. He capped the drive : ~- ' ... ~ 9 - I STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
himself with a two yard plun~e. 1 . 1nc:1M:SI tu, -,-
Bud Markowick's PAT kick I of Coffee : 
made the score 7-0 just minutes I· ·~ I 
into the gam~: . : ... ,,..r in 'OWII I 
Cortland finally got going on 1 .,.. ..W J" S011111 auN• I 
their ·next series. Markowicks' I Doflut, ..., die WlllAGf Cllf• I 
kick-off was returned to the I • CO-UIIITY (OltlUS 1 
Bomber 49. ~uarterba~k : OPEN 6 _00 a.m ..•. 11 :oo p.m. , DAYS I 
Boettger took his offense in . •--••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Thursd-ay night 
GRAND OPENING 
. OF ~ 
·11,e 8rflss Rflil 
AT THE DUGOUT 
NEW ATMOSPHERE 
·1te.Iax ~ still be where ·the crowdjs 
.. 
fre~ champagne punch. while it lasts 
so~ drink specials 
from 9-1~ p~m. 
. / 
,, 
·Saturday after game , ·free ·1ceg at Dug~ut 
,&,in_g. y9u-r · parents·{ down 
'; . 
• ---.~ •l, ·.: •• ' ~ ••• ~ \ - / 
' . 
AND THE POLITICS 
CLUB ANNOUNCES ITS 
1-974-75 FILM ANl> 
POLITICS FESTIVAL 
*****••••••••••••••*** OCT.8. 
LAWRENCE OF ARABIA (Peter O'Toole) 
OCT. 15 
THE RED AND THE WHITE 
OCT. 29 
THE BATILE OF ALGIERS 
NOV.12 
VIVA ZAPATA (Madon Brando/Anthony Quinn) 
NOV.19 
BEFORE THE REVOLUTION 
DEC. 3 
THE REVOLUTIONARY (John Voight>. 
JAN. 21 
THE CAINE MUTINY (Humphrey Bogart) 
FEB.4 
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON 
FEB. 18 
THE NIGHT OF THE GENEl\,ALS (Peter O'Toole) 
MARCH4 
1984 ( Edmond O'Brien) 
APRIL I 
THE WRONG BOX (Michael Caine) 
*******•••••********** 
TIME: 8:00 p.m. 
·TUESDAY EVENINGS 
PLACE: TEXTOR 103 
PRICE: DONATION OF 
$.50 PER FILM 
,, 
., 
":, 
' --
. '. 
····· 
- ' 
ELMIRA ROAD 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
RES.: 272-6484 
< • r ,• '• 
/' ... ',:·~ ·. . . :· . . _. ;· . :· ,',' 
' . . 
.. 
' I : ~.:-\ i- - - "; ' "' •': 
: .... 
----
. : . ,- . : .. '.:· - :_ :-
